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What is the Merged Action Curriculum?
The Merged Action Curriculum — MAC for short — is a life-based curriculum created with the intention of 
ultimately replacing key stages 1 and 2 of the current National Curriculum in England.

Who created the Merged Action Curriculum?
MAC is the brainchild of Michael Mac, a retired teacher. Many years working in education convinced Michael 
that the current National Curriculum is failing our young children and society as a whole. He set out to devise 
an alternative, life-based curriculum better suited to the needs and challenges of modern times.

Is work on the Merged Action Curriculum all complete?
Michael devised the overarching MAC framework. This included identifying the learning domains and study 
action areas, as well as mapping out specimen content. This initial stage was completed in December 2019. There 
is a great deal of work still to be done. The purpose of the website is to help in the next stage of development.

What is the key idea underpinning the Merged Action Curriculum?
MAC organises the curriculum around three life areas: the self, people in communities and the environment. 
Each life area is divided into three learning domains — nine in total.

What makes the Merged Action Curriculum different?
Unlike the National Curriculum, which adopts an outdated, compartmentalized, subject-based approach to 
learning, MAC is built upon the interconnectedness of subject areas and of life itself. This ensures a focus on 
fundamental issues affecting individuals, communities and the Earth as a whole.

Why is the Merged Action Curriculum better than the National Curriculum?
MAC’s life-based approach has greater meaning for children and teachers: it is much more than a collection of 
separate subjects. It arms children with the information, concepts, skills, attitudes and values they need as adults 
to tackle the urgent personal, social and environmental issues of modern-day living.

So, is the National Curriculum rejected out of hand?
The content of the National Curriculum is respected – all of it – but rearranged and supplemented with 
additional material to provide a life-based focus to learning. MAC’s nine learning domains are intertwined — 
themes, skills, attitudes and values — in the individual living out life with other people in defined environments.

Is the Merged Action Curriculum just about curriculum content?
No. Content obviously matters — the information to impart, concepts to be developed, skills to be mastered, and 
values and attitudes to be nurtured. However, pedagogy matters too. Children learn best by doing, and MAC 
offers a re-energised approach to enthuse and inspire young learners.

How can I get involved?
The quickest way to find out more about MAC is to visit our website: lifebasedlearningforum.com. We are 
looking for help in the next stage of MAC development. The website’s Participate page offers many suggestions 
about how you can play a part in helping transform the educational experience of young children in the future.
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